BECOME INFORMATION-DRIVEN
WITH SINEQUA
Intelligent Enterprise Search to Accelerate
Innovation, Achieve Efficiency and Agility

The Competitive Advantage of an Information-Driven
Organization
To stay ahead of the competition, information-driven organizations capitalize on insights from
all sources. Sinequa is the only software company that can accelerate innovation, efficiency,
and agility by combining all enterprise data in all formats and languages into information and
insights that are accurate, relevant, secure, and easy to use.
Employees, especially those working in data-intensive environments, waste precious time
searching for information to generate insights and improve decision-making needed to drive
innovation and operational excellence. Fortune 500 companies lose over $30 billion a year by
failing to share knowledge internally.
By teaming with Sinequa, many of these organizations have been able to enable employee
effectiveness and become information-driven by leveraging content and data intelligently and
securely across the entire enterprise. Their critical business processes are now powered by
information that is relevant and aligned with their business tasks and organizational goals.
Among these organizations are pharmaceutical companies that are using this approach to
be the first to market with new drugs by connecting experts and knowledge to accelerate
research, lab tests, and clinical trials. Manufacturing companies are using Sinequa for
360-degree views of parts, projects, contracts, maintenance requests, and colleagues with
specialized expertise.
According to Forrester Research, organizations that use data more effectively to gain business
insights are more competitive and grow revenue more than 30 percent each year on average.

The Data Challenge
To achieve this competitive advantage, information-driven organizations must have
a comprehensive view and understanding of data across diverse sources while also
understanding the meaning behind the data. This approach is fundamentally different from
conventional search systems.
The best insights are derived from multiple, combined indexes, each contributing a different
perspective or emphasis, which requires an enterprise-grade analytics solution with strong
security controls.
Contextual enrichment is also needed to help understand an organization’s vernacular
and language. Solutions must be able to connect on topical lines across all repositories to
leverage collective resources and expertise, especially in large, geographically-distributed
organizations. In recent years, technology has advanced to help automate this process with
the advent of sophisticated natural language processing (NLP) and Machine Learning (ML)
algorithms to “enrich” and make the most of critical data.

Sinequa Provides a Complete Picture
Sinequa provides a cognitively enabled, real-time search and analytics platform that
accelerates innovation, efficiency, and agility by making information discoverable by
employees across various mission-critical business use cases.
Regardless of the data’s format, origin, or language, Sinequa’s cognitive capabilities can help
locate and process the information needed to surface new insights that improve productivity
and enable informed decisions. Sinequa’s platform makes it easy to find patterns and
relationships among disparate silos of information. For example, it can help organizations
locate experts within their organizations based on evidence within the content. Sinequa
presents topically relevant information from disparate sources in a unified view to discover
information and insights within enterprise data.
Key features of the Sinequa intelligent search platform include:
• Powerful ingestion pipeline. An intelligent search platform is only as good as the content that
it can access. With hundreds of pre-built connectors, Sinequa connects to all sources and
formats, allowing you to extract value from all your content – structured and unstructured.
Built on 25 years of research in natural language processing (NLP), employees get the
most relevant answers to their questions. The platform applies deep learning to enrich
information, enabling continuous performance improvement.
• Intelligent analytics capabilities. Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Machine Learning
power the advanced features of Sinequa’s Intelligent search platform. After more than 25
years of NLP research, we are experts at making sense of each piece of text, whatever
the native language. In addition, the platform embeds state-of-the-art Deep Learning
frameworks to close the gap between the experience of classical enterprise search and
today’s web search engines. The resulting proprietary index is optimized to cope with huge
volumes and intensive usage.
• Flexible and intuitive presentation. Sinequa’s Intelligent Search platform includes an Angular
UI framework for enterprise use and sample «starter» insight applications to accelerate the
development of search-based applications. The extensible framework is open-source and
fully available on Github, giving you complete flexibility to leverage various search and
navigation components and customize them to meet specific employee needs.
• Modern architecture. With a distributed, highly available, and modular architecture that
scales for any size or shape deployment, Sinequa supports high-performance solutions
that respond to complex and evolving business needs. It requires minimal infrastructure
investment and is equally at home on-premise, in the cloud, or in any hybrid environment.
• Advanced search and discovery. Are you wondering how best to formulate your queries?
Sinequa supports multiple query types, including freeform text, advanced criteria, and fielded
search. Employees can ask «naive» questions and get suggestions for the best query type
to use. Sinequa also handles multilingual search and natively applies morphosyntactic
analysis, phonetization, spelling corrections, and expansions out-of-the-box.
• Enterprise-grade security. While authorized employees deserve ready access to relevant
information and insights, there can be no compromise with enterprise content security.
With Sinequa, employees only see what they have access rights to see – even in search
suggestions and drop-down lists. Access controls are updated dynamically, so they always
reflect the latest permissions.

Strong ROI Across Proven Use Cases
The range of possible business solutions developed with the Sinequa platform is boundless.
While insight applications can be produced for just about any business issue at hand, Sinequa
illustrates two widespread use cases and industry solutions:

• 360° view of anything. Unify content and data related to customers, competitors, products,
regulatory info, and/or investigations that is often spread over many, sometimes hundreds
of, business applications into a single, cohesive view.
• Expert networks. Using NLP and Machine Learning, organizations can leverage Sinequa
to understand what topics people have written about and who is writing them across
company publications, project reports, patent filings, HR data and schedules, enterprise
social media content, and email. Armed with this knowledge, organizations can quickly and
objectively identify the experts within their ranks.
• Document intelligence. Provide automation that helps employees analyze documents,
contracts, and information in a fast, results-oriented way.

Enterprise Expertise
Sinequa plays a leading role in key industries, helping organizations make information-driven
decisions.
• Health & life sciences. Sinequa works with many leading biopharmaceutical customers,
such as Pfizer, AstraZeneca, Biogen, and UCB. Employees are enabled to find top subject
matter experts and relevant knowledge to outperform their competitors in functional areas
of drug development, clinical trials, and regulatory compliance.
• Manufacturing. From automotive to medical devices, Sinequa’s cognitive search capabilities
helps the world’s largest manufacturers locate the right products and people faster to
reduce development costs and bring higher quality products to market faster.
• Defense and security. Sinequa helps defense and security agencies transform intelligence
data into actionable insights that help monitor social media interactions, detect money
laundering, combat cyber attacks and solve criminal cases with powerful search capabilities.
• Banking and financial services. Sinequa helps customers gain insight by analyzing,
structuring, and categorizing all available data across numerous banking applications.
Finance and banking companies can obtain instant 360° views on customers, portfolios,
investment targets, contracts, and financial performance.

About Sinequa
Sinequa serves both large and complex organizations with the most complete enterprise
search, ever. Customers employ our intelligent search platform to connect all content (both
text and data), derive meaning, learn from user interactions, and present information in
context. This solves content chaos and informs employees through a single, secure interface.
They get the knowledge, expertise, and insights needed to make informed decisions and do
more, faster. These organizations accelerate innovation, reduce rework, foster collaboration,
ensure compliance, and increase productivity. Become Information-Driven™ with Sinequa.
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